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ABSTRAK

Market is a place which accommodate trade activities and provide a lot of thing people need. As a building should be able to accommodate activities, hence required are facilities and utilities which able to support market performance. Also with its infrastructure, including fire utility which during the time often become polemic after the problems of burning of public market happened. Image of Pasar Johar as commercial center nowadays continue to progress. But along with its growth, new problem came out, either physical or non physical. Especially with problem of network of utility. Pasar Johar area can become an example of building complex with some problems related to its function as market and relate to preventative utility of fire. Network utility which are not arranged regularly give influence to the continous activity in market. Considering the history owned by Pasar Johar, Pasar Johar could be an ideal market, and it is of course with the support of adequate network utility and better management.
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